Gmc acadia amplifier problems

Though this midsize crossover SUV has been one of the most popular vehicles in its class since
its introduction in , the fact remains it has not been without some serious issues that not all
consumers are initially aware of. Engine problems have long plagued the GMC Acadia. Even in
its first production year, blown engines would crop up more than any driver would like to hear,
causing power loss and fried cylinders. Leaks in the timing chain cover were also more
common than they should have been. The model year suffered similar issues with drivers
reporting the Acadia would just shut down unexpectedly even while driving which is a huge
safety concern. It either must be fixed or you need an entirely new vehicle, both of which are
very costly solutions. By the model year these complaints seem to have mostly been resolved
so the engine problems were not any more of an issue with the GMC Acadia at this time than
they were for any other similar vehicle. The newest models of the GMC Acadia have redesigned
engines and the flaws of the older generation are all but nonexistent. Still, the reputation of
engine issues has plagued the GMC Acadia for over a decade now which may put some drivers
off. The best thing you can do if engine issues are a concern is to avoid the years with known
issues and focus on newer models that never had any such concerns. From its inception, the
transmission in the GMC Acadia has been a weak point for the vehicle and arguably the biggest
problems the GMC Acadia ever had were with faulty transmission. You definitely need to be
cautious about looking for a model. These issues continued into the next year and became so
bad it was hard to find replacement parts. Sites like CarComplaints. You can see on this page
that the year is the absolute worst for this issue with many owners coming up against the same
transmission problem. Fortunately, as time went on, the transmission issues with the GMC
Acadia have clearly been resolved and newer models of the vehicle rarely suffer from those, and
certainly no more than the average vehicle. Many of the secondary systems and other
components of the GMC Acadia have faced problems over the years depending on the model
year. The air conditioning system, for instance, was an issue for some drivers in and there were
problems with it blowing hot air into the cabin. Older models had problems with stretched
timing chains and oil leaks that were bad enough to require a trip to the shop to repair. There
have also been smaller incidental issues like the wipers giving out under the stress of
something like moving snow. Power steering had been an issue in some models with the
system springing leaks that could disable the vehicle and also end up being pretty costly to
repair. Like the engine issues these problems were ones that could not be overlooked. Either
they get repaired or the vehicle has to be replaced. In the second generation of Acadia was
introduced and while this engine has proven to be much more reliable though there were still a
few issues with deactivation in the first year. The bigger concern with models was a noticeable
wobble when driving at higher speeds that were quite distracting. Several years of the GMC
Acadia have been plagued with battery issues. Drivers have complained of the batteries
draining prematurely and even after a jump or a trip to the shop they continue to drain out for
no discernible reason. There have been a variety of reasons and not all of them were exclusive
to the Acadia. For stance, an electrical system recall in related to a problem with the heated
washer fluid module potentially being a fire risk. The Acadia was one of the dozens of vehicles
that used the same module involved in the recall. A major recall of over 80, Acadias, Enclaves,
and Saturns was issued in thanks to that issue with wiper blades we mentioned that could be
detached in heavy snow. Some to models were also recalled due to liftgate failures. The
mechanism that would help raise and lower the liftgate could fail and, if it was up when it failed,
it could have caused some serious injury to anyone loading or unloading the vehicle at the time.
In , the Acadia was one of several vehicles that were recalled because the welds in the third-row
seats were not made in the correct place. There was a chance that could have made accidents
worse and the entire row of seating was at risk of detaching from the incorrect welds if enough
force was applied. Another serious issue with the GMC Acadia stemmed from the driveshaft.
That could have led to a loss of propulsion and a serious risk of accidents on the road. The
same system could fail while the car was not in motion and if you were parked on an incline
without the parking brake enabled, there was a chance of the vehicle rolling downhill. Other
recalls have been put out over the years for problems with seatbelts, airbags, tires, the ECM,
and more. One of the more recent and serious recalls was from and models that were recalled
due to a problem with the high-pressure fuel pump potentially leaking and being a fire risk. The
general consensus is that new models of the GMC Acadia, from onward, are all relatively
reliable vehicles. US News ranked the Acadia a 7. That said, newer models of the Acadia have
proven to be much more reliable over the long term with far fewer problems arising. As you'll
see in your own research, when professional sites like J. Power and others review the Acadia,
it's very much ranked a middle of the pack SUV, showing up behind a number of competitors
and ahead of a few others as well. Power, for instance, has the model ranked 9th on a list of
others in its class. There are no standout features that make the Acadia a must have nor are

there any current catastrophic issues that should make you want to avoid investing in one
either. We can safely say the newer models are solid, average SUVs while those older models
are just too risky to put a lot of money into. Newer modes will of course be under warranty as
well should any of these older problems arise again. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog.
All Rights Reserved. According to RepairPal , one of the most common problems that the GMC
Acadia can experience is the fact that the check engine light may turn on for a somewhat trivial
reason. This is a very easy fix, as for many owners, it can be fixed by simply tightening the cap.
This basically means that diagnosing this issue may be more expensive than actually fixing it.
This problem generally happens when the car has about 66, miles on the odometer. It also
generally happens to seven model years of the Acadia, which are the to model years, and the
model year. RepairPal said that the second most common issue with the Acadia once again has
to do with the check engine light. However, unlike the gas cap problem, this issue is more
serious and it will probably cost more money to fix, too. Just like the other check engine light
problem, this problem mainly affected a handful of model years, namely the to model years.
This issue usually happens when the Acadia has about , miles on the odometer. Unfortunately,
rather than just buying a new gas cap, this problem can be one of two things, according to
RepairPal. Unsurprisingly, the most common issue with the GMC Acadia happens to do with its
check engine light once again. Similar to the other two check engine light issues, this problem
affects a handful of model years ranging from the to model years and the model year. However,
this was by far the most serious and costly issue with the Acadia. As a result, many owners
reported their Acadias simply coming to a stop while in the middle of the road. Gas cap related
check engine light issue. I had funny cracklings sounds at first then it all stopped, I've checked
the radio and the amp fuse still nothing, but I can hear the music from the headphones what
does this sound like and how much are we talking. CamaroCollector answered 5 years ago. The
radio may have an internal fault but all of these components are controlled through the body
control module. Call around to different shops for an estimate, but the dealer can pinpoint it
without second guessing it, have them do a check and advise then get a quote from them.
Lscups answered 4 years ago. I had the same issue in my 07 Acadia. Sound would go out
occasionally but always came back after a short period of time. Usually same day. It has been
off almost all day. I found out the amplifier was possibly burned out due to water leaks that
come through the accessory wiring found near the door hinges. You can remove those easily.
Shake them and if water comes out, that's your problem. I took a vacuum nozzle and suctioned
as much water from each of the 4 doors as I could. After about an hour, sound came back. I also
ordered a back up amplifier from e-bay for I own a used car lot and have bought many Acadia
and this seems to be a very common problem, you can find a Bose amplifier on amazon for like
part You can change it out with some patience it is located under the steering column, it is just
3 screws but they take some patience to take out. Keith answered 4 years ago. I have a Saturn
Outlook XR their version of the Acadia with about K miles and just had the same problem
happen to me Fuses are fine. I had read on here about water being in the accessory wiring
found near the door hinges and sure enough, 3 of the 4 had quite a bit of water in them. I
drained them out but didn't vacuum them out and left them disconnected with all 4 doors left
wide open all day on a sunny day but nothing was fixed after that. I doubt vacuuming them will
solve the problem but I guess I'll try it. Roxanne answered 4 years ago. I finally found the
solution to getting my sound to come back. Open the doors and look for a little black box Wiring
Harness Unplug each one and shake the water out of them and let them dry really good. Each
door will have one. I am not sure what the permanent solution is but this is the only way to get
your speakers working and is very common in an Acadia. Hope this helps. I appreciate your
response however I had already read and tried that. Indeed, 3 of my 4 wiring harnesses DID in
fact have water in them however even after draining them and leaving them unplugged and all 4
doors wide open all day on a warm, sunny, dry day I still have the same issue so I'm betting my
amplifier is blown after reading several other blogs on this. Amyoldtruck answered 3 years ago.
My GMC Denali battery was replaced. My stereo only plays out the driver speakers. Back up
video has no sound and my turn signals lost sound. Just to diagnose. Any suggestions? Mark
Savina answered 3 years ago. Same problem, no sound. Replaced speakers and all worked fine
again. Non bose SLE. JanaL answered 2 years ago. I tried removing the wiring harness and
emptying the water but still no sound. I'm gonna try compressed air and see if that helps blow
some out. Also when I turned the car on after I did that my service airbag light came on. What
do I do now? Boiled answered 2 years ago. I have a GMC Acadia and I also have no sound from
my speakers, turn signals, door chimes or my back-up camera. I had the AMP changed out last
year because of the same issue. I am currently on my 3rd AMP now and I continue to find water
in every door wire harness. Absolutely ridiculous that GM doesn't take any responsibility for
this obvious manufacturers defect. Kristen answered 2 years ago. I have an 08 Acadia with of

course the same problem. The emptying water out of the connectors worked for awhile, but I'm
in the process as we speak of replacing the amp. I have tried putting electrical grease around
the connectors to stop the water which has not worked. It seems the water is getting into the
connectors somewhere else. I cannot for the life of me figure it out, so I took it to the dealer,
who said he sees this a lot and they can't seem to figure it out either. This definitely should be a
recall but my guess is that since the engineers at GMC can't figure it out either they can't fix it
so no recall! Super frustrating! Dejaneiro answered 2 years ago. I to have been battling the
same problem. I have had my truck serviced for the water leaking in and nothing has helped. I
have currently been without sound for about four month's. Why spend the money if water will
keep ruining the part. I am truly upset about this. Jernesti answered 2 years ago. Unfortunately
for me when I went to install mine there was no amplifier. I called GMC tech support and they
ran my Vin number and said my Acadia came with standard sound so there was no amplifier
installed in the vehicle ever. I have a Saturn Outlook XR I have experience the same issue with
my radio after I had some water leak from the sunroof the drain plugs end at the firewall and
we'll get plugged with debris and the water will run down inside your dash. Rodney answered 2
years ago. But I have the same symptoms. One day good sound out of all speakers, the next
Trying to use logic, I am guessing the speakers are ok if they work exceptionally well PART of
the time Ryansmith answered 2 years ago. Jernesti , did you end up taking your vehicle in and if
so what was the fix? Seems like there a lot of people that could use the advice. Chief answered
2 years ago. Rodney, I have the same issue with my acadia. I don't have an amp. Speakers in
and out. What could it be? GuruX4G27 answered 2 years ago. I have the same issue with the
speakers on my Acadia. You can hear the speakers trying to cut on and white noise. Tmac
answered 2 years ago. My wife's Acadia had the same issue. It was the amplifier. It's not to hard
to replace. The amplifier is located under the front driver's side footwell area. Just need to
remove the trim piece and the amplifier is hel in by 3 7mm bolts. Emidio answered 2 years ago.
My Traverse with the Bose system is also without sound. I replaced the amp today and checked
the connectors in the door, they were dry. Now what? GuruB3Y2M answered 2 years ago. DJD
answered about a year ago. Does anyone lnow exactly where the water goes in? GMC doesnt
know what I am talking about and its not covered under warranty Ralph answered about a year
ago. GM often claims not to know what the answer is, but they do. There are so many Saturn
Outlooks mine is an 09 XR , GMC Acadias, Chevrolet Traverses, and Buick Enclaves all GM
vehicles with exactly the same Lambda platform that have this problem and every forum that
you go to for each of these vehicles has tons of complaints probably the similar Cadillac
platform as well. These are the causes that I found after several different mechanics, a great
deal of research and trial and error. Water in the speaker accessory connectors in the door jam.
If you open your speaker wire connectors and have water that drains from the front door
speaker wire, it is likely that the drain orifice is blocked it drains beneath the car, right where the
stanchion connects to the lower part of body, in front of the front door and beneath the car. The
front drain tubes can also drain inside the car at the firewall. If you open your speaker wires and
have water that drains from the rear door speaker wire, it is also likely that the drain orifice is
blocked it drains beneath the car, right where the stanchion connects to the lower part of body,
in front of the rear door and beneath the car. If the tube is only plugged and not leaking or
disconnected in the stanchions, you can crawl under the car and unplug them yourself. If you
wish to inspect the entire tube from top to bottom, all of these drain tubes run down through the
stanchions and to actually get to them to make sure that you don't have a leaky tube or leaky
joint in the tube, you need to remove the cladding that covers the stanchion, which is on the
inside of the car. Some have experienced flooding of the interior roof cladding, so in this case,
you will need to remove the headliner and check tube where it connects to the sunroofs, both
front and back. I suspect that the water enters the speaker wire housing from inside the
stanchion and is not a problem of a faulty speaker wire connector inside the door jam as these
are very well built and have a lock down silicon rubber seal. I silicone greased mine and I'm
almost certain that the leak travels down the speaker wire from the inside the stanchion and
enters the connector through the inside of the stanchion and from behind where the connector
connects to the stanchion some people put RTV sealant where the connector meets the
stanchion in the door jam. I don't think this is the cause, but it cannot hurt. Symptoms are:
failing speakers, sporadic failure as well, failing amplifier, failing BCM body control module that
controls all interior electronics , super high battery drain and eventually failed battery, and
possibly failing radio. You may as well YouTube it and get a long, skinny screwdriver or wire or
small skinny brush, and unplug them yourselves. All of these issues can be related. If it affects
your BCM, it can cause failure of just about any part of your internal electrical and lighting
systems. BCM is located near the amplifier, in driver compartment, underneath and forward of
steering column. GM should recall it, but a class action lawsuit should be in order from Lambda

platform owners first. Good luck everyone, as soon as I finish fixing mine, I'm trading or selling
it. Ryansmith answered about a year ago. Thanks Nehwon , I never thought about the drains
being the issue , 3 of my 4 door harnesses were full of water , I drained them , dried them and
made a small cut in the bottom of the grommet so the water could drain if it ever happened
again. I did that nearly 7 ot 8 months ago and this week was the first time the speakers worked
since then. My I tensions were to trouble shoot the amp maybe replace it but when I looked
under the dash there wasnt one there. So my next move was the BCM but I am only having
issues with the speakers and like in said sound is now coming back. But typically only the
speakers on the A pillars are working , so because I'm cheap my temp fux has been a blue tooth
speaker with pandora. Jimmy answered about a year ago. I do t have a sunroof and still have
water in my rear harness only. I shouldn't have tubes though right? I guess I should also say at
the time of this post I've been in contact with GM and they are basically telling me I am out of
luck. I should also say tha. I have had on at least 4 occasions of the last year, my son's door
lock wouldn't unlock for me and I've had to crawl to the back seat to get his door to unlock and
open. This is a MAJOR safety issue in my eyes and if I was to get into an accident and I can't get
my son out of the car and he gets hurt because of this a couple of angry customers will be the
least of gm's issues. Jimmy, I'm glad you posted that you don't have sunroofs but have the
same problem. You should not have tubes. If you don't have sunroofs, you should not have a
reason to have the drain tubes from the sun roof. So, what else can it be? Two more seals that
shield these connectors from water. The Window scraper keeps a lot of water from entering the
door so it could be old, inflexible, or brittle. And, the actual seal in the door jam. The one that
keeps the door from slamming into the frame and makes it close nice and air tight could also be
worn out. I haven't been inside my door where the speakers are yet, but their is a white, plastic
water seal that is stuck to the inside of the door with some sticky putty. I did notice that where
the speaker wires attach to the back of the speaker is on the outside of that water shield. So it's
possible if the water makes it past that scraper, it would easily flood the entire speaker wire that
is exposed back in there. I think I'm going to open up that door and see what's going on in
there. If this doesn't work, I found a good electrical trouble shooter in my area who gives a 1
year guarantee. He'll be next on my list. Slamdunc11 answered about a year ago. My Traverse
just started making loud popping noises yesterday. The car wasn't even running. That
happened for a short time and now no sound from radio, blinkers, or back up camera. Yesterday
it came back on for a short time, popped again and went out. I shook the water out and used a
blow dryer on them last night. Still no sound. We've had rain the last couple of days, so I'm sure
that's the cause, just wish I could find the solution. Newhon I have a video I can link and you
can sort of see my seals. Not in torrential downpours and not in car washes. The only thing me
and a friend and his mom GM service writer can think of is that the luggage rack has holes
where it connects to my roof and it potentially leaks there into the pillars. Hey Jimmy, my car
does not have water that actually enters my car either. There are no signs that water enters my
carpet, I have no water in my headliner either. You are helping me and helping me to help you
so I appreciate it. If you had any kind of holes in your roof where water could get in, it would
sure mess up your headliner, because it has no where else to drain. I've seen pictures from
folks in the forums where their entire overhead was destroyed with water; headliner bowing, full
of brown stains, mildew, etc because those down tube drains were blocked or disconnected. I
don't think that the roof rack is your issue because the headliner were for sure be destroyed as
collateral damage. It helps to narrow it down to the door. The connectors are not actually inside
the car, they are in the door jam. Water can enter the door jam and flow all over the connectors,
but your inner door seals that are "in really good shape" will keep the water out of the car. So
that narrows it down to two possibilities. I had emptied the rain from my connections 2 nights
ago, it rained like crazy yesterday all morning and afternoon, then the sun came out. I went out
to look at my connectors, and they were wet. I dried them off and sprayed a hose on my door
and found that the water came in through the cracks around the door, entered my door jam, but
was stopped from going inside my vehicle by the seals, but not before it soaked my connectors.
So, re-inspecting the connectors, I discovered that there is not an interior silicone seal, like I
had said. There is only a small black seal that acts as a dust boot, but is not water tight. There
are a couple of spots where the little lock lever attaches and pivots that can allow water to enter
into the connector. If it is not coming in that way, and you don't have water entering through
drain tubes because you don't have them, it can only be coming through the window scraper
seal on the exterior of the door. Could be that but not likely because my fronts are completely
dry. My rears are always soaked. I'm guessing it comes in and soaks the connectors because of
the space between the door and the door seal. Water comes in the space but can't get inside the
car because the seal is good. So water stays in the door jam area, right where the connectors
are. Thank you for your replies, because you are helping me as well. That was the inside, upper

and lower seals, and the gap is a small, inch space between seals. CarGurus rotated the picture,
top is on left, bottom is on right. This pic is from the outside. CarGurus rotated that pic too. Left
side is top seal, right side is bottom seal. This pic is the door from 4 ft so you can see exactly
the point I'm talking about in perspective. We've had two hot sunny days in San Antonio and
that was enough to dry everything out. I gave it a water hose leak test. Water goes into that gap,
rides down the A pillar and onto my cable junction. It floods the junction and penetrates the
fitting, soaking it on the inside and is the likely cause of my electrical shorts. I have had my
drain tubes checked for leaks, disconnected joints, and clogs. After everything was cleared, my
wires still got soaked. After Jimmy posted, I realized that my drain tubes were good and moved
on to the windows. This is what I found and I'm certain that this is the cause of MY leaks and
flooding of my speaker wires. I hope that this helps someone figure out which problem is the
cause of their stereo problems. I need to find or fabricate a that seal that blocks out the water
and purchase an after-market upgrade stereo and speakers so that it works while I drive it and
should help the car sell over a dysfunctional stereo. No more sunroofs, and no more break away
speaker wire joints in the door jams. That's exactly where the water enters my door. It goes in
because there is no seal in between the upper and lower seal. It's just an open hole. It allows
water to run down into that gap and soak the speaker wire connection. The water goes in and
runs down the A- pillar right onto the connectors. If your actual internal door seals are good, it
will not enter the truck and will not get your carpet wet. It just soaks your speaker connections
and drains right out the bottom of the door. It would be an ok design if it did not have a jointed
speaker connection. If it was enclosed in a rubber tube like many cars are today, we probably
wouldn't have this issue at all. But yes, your picture shows exactly the same thing as mine.
About a 2 inch gap between the upper and lower seal. I added a little piece of weather strip
above my harness and hopefully the water will flow around it and not in it. I got your answer in
an email about the weather strip. It has not shown up on here yet. I hope it works. If it does
please let me know and show a pic. I'll post a photo when I can. I'm basically trying to seal the
gap where the weatherstripping is and the water comes in. I unscrewed that screw and pulled
the plastic retainer pin, punched two holes in the silicone strip, peeled the backing, stuck it in
place and put the screw and the pin back in place and right through the silicone to hold it in
place better. It seems to have closed the gap. I haven't tested it yet. I'll let you know when I do,
and I'll shoot a pic too. Good luck. So it stormed pretty bad here last night and I checked this
morning and it was still full of water. I am now on to a piece of plexiglass bent to fit over the top
of it and sealed against the car with silicone. I noticed water coming from all the way at the top
of my door from the corner strip. Yeah, I hear you. So, I had a silicone strip that I mounted in the
area that I showed you was a leak area. It rained like crazy here too. Mine failed miserably. I also
noticed that top piece of trim looks like it could be a leak source. I've also thought of buying a
badass water proof connector hooking them together and pushing it into the pillar and sealing it
up. It looks like that could be my last frontier. I'm not sure. I've got one more idea. Cut two
pieces large enough to cover the whole fitting, top to bottom left to right, mount one on the left,
the other on the right, and make them overlap. If I can get them to stick and cover one another it
make work and still give service access if needed. I'll post it if I succeed. I thought your weather
stripping looked promising. Too bad it didn't work. Scall answered about a year ago. GuruHM
answered about a year ago. Simply open your doors you see the wire with clamp shake the
water out of them your radio sound will work maybe 20 mins after. Scall, I never tried Flex seal.
It may be worth a try. Now, they seem to hold out the water. Had to replace the speakers as the
water had destroyed them. So, now everything works and it's time to sell it. GuruHM, emptying
the water, something I've had to do countless times, is only a bandaid and does not stop the
leak or prevent the speakers from eventually rusting or blowing. My harness seals were very
hard to see, but broken nonetheless. I had emptied out the water more times than I can
remember, vacuumed them out, sprayed WD to displace the water and still, whenever it rained
or I washed it, disaster. It worked the first few times, then after that, the speakers were ruined.
All caused by faulty wire harnesses. Replacing the harnesses was an easy job. I ordered mine
from the local dealer. Now, no more water, no more problems and good sound. Tracy answered
about a year ago. I had the same issue I have a acadia we had to reseal the sunroof and replace
the amp so far so good. Al answered about a year ago. You see in Canada, we have rain in the
summer but snow in the winter so imagine what ice can do! I got sooo frustrated that the other
day, I cut the harness off and connected the wires one by one, just drivers side though. Stupid
things to do but at least all windows work except from the doors themselves. Door locks only
work with the remote, the drivers door do not lock lol The radio only play on the front passenger
side. Oh yeah, I forgot to mention that signal light has no tic tac haha! Too bad cause I do like
the vehicle. As I know myself, I will not let a machine win over me. I guarantee you I will find the
roots of the problems and keep you all updated with the results. Have a nice day folks!

GuruVQ7Y8 answered about a year ago. With sunroof and Bose amp. Alan answered 10 months
ago. Well I have a Acadia and I cannot for the life of me figure out why the stereo won't power
on and I have no door chime nor turn signal sound. GuruZ8Q61 answered 9 months ago. Well
hello to anyone listening, I have had GMC Acaida my heater coil was replaced twice but the first
time my vehicle went out for months. Bought an new battery twice the second time worked on
both issues. So now I'm here and replacing the radio it was working fine then a few days later
out it went. No water in no door checked all those more then once. My air bag been on since I
bought the vehicle. I spent around at the shop to fix the heating problem. He also told me that
he heard an knocking sound when you get over 60 mph. So that's so frustration to only had this
SUV around two years now. Been getting allot of matters fixed and another one pops up.. Any
help out here. The cost as well. Thanks in advance. SarahACanada answered 4 months ago.
Does anyone know if these electrical issues have been corrected in the newer models of the
Acadia? We were looking at purchasing a Acadia Denali but it has electrical issues. Love the
vehicle itself, so maybe a newer year? I have an 08, the water leaked down on to the fuse panel
and set the air bags off..! Super important! The drivers chai the passenger curtain and
passenger dash air bags went off. While it was sitting in my driveway.. How does GM not recall
this issue its unbelievable Guru9W92SX answered 3 days ago. Son roof be clean, cuz is too little
holes, one each side, is the drains connected from inside cabin houses come down to front
columns,. If is dury water leak everywhere,. Is Simple just take one minute one time a month and
clean the inside of sin roof,. I had funny cracklings sounds at first then it all stopped, I've
checked the radio and the amp fuse still nothing, but I can hear the music from the headphones
what does thi
1991 dodge dakota radio wiring diagram
hyundai sonata 2001
dei remote start wiring diagram
s sound like and how much a I have a GMC Acadia. Radio does not work, blinkers work but no
sound, windows and door lokcs work from time to time, if i dont use my car for the day my
battery drains and i have changed BCM They only tu My Acadia after replacing the alternator
will not make any sounds I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. I have no sound, from the
radio, the turn signals, the door chimes or the lights left on sounds. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new GMC Acadia
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale.

